Maverick, The Movie

**SKILL SHOT**  Shoot 1, 2, or 3 for Award, or 4 for "flipper skill shot" by hitting the Captive Ball (C) under the Riverboat.

**MULTIBALL**  Shoot Ramp to score Jokers - 3 Jokers lights Paddle Wheel for ball lock. Lock balls inside the Riverboat to enable Multiball.

**JACKPOTS**  Shoot Ramp for Multiball Jackpots, then complete all Drop Targets to light Super Jackpot at the Ramp.

**PLAYING POKER**  Shoot cards on the lit bank(s) to win chips. Shoot Up-Kicker (U) to Raise or Fold. Cards on unlit banks score discards - complete your hand before discards reach zero.

**CHIP FEATURES**  Win 5 chips to start a Chip Feature. ‘21’ Play Blackjack at Up-Kicker (U) to relight 21 Kick Back.

**Hint**  Pressing the Extra Ball Buyin Button during the course of a game activates the Extra Ball Buyin Feature at the end of game play!
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